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INTERVIEW

CHITRAVINA N. RAVIKIRAN
Maestro on a mission

Chitravina Ravikiran has been selected to preside  
over the 91st annual conference of the Music Academy  
and has been designated as the Sangita Kalanidhi  
for 2018.

I spent some family time with him at my brother’s house 
in Philadelphia and this gave me a peek into what 
makes Ravikiran the maestro he is. A thinking mind, 
relentlessly exploring some aspect of music, composing, 
tuning, conducting classes, collaborating with orchestra 
colleagues, the daily ounce of practice— both vocal  
and chitraveena—make up a day for Ravikiran, apart  
from the short breaks he takes to read his favourite  
novels or go for a walk.

Ravikiran is a rare artist who has had the good fortune 
of being with his art  and practising it right from the 

age of one—a journey that spans 50 years. He is candid 
about the fact that any talent that he may have been born 
with was completely shaped and given a form by his  
father Chitravina Narasimhan, a genius who “creates” 
prodigies.  According to him, no child has a choice at that 
age. It is the parents who make the choice for a child and 
lead him on a particular path, and every normal child is 
born with some music in him or her.

His mother Choodamani apparently prayed for a good 
musician son  and when Ravikiran was born, his father 
burst out in joy singing “Sakshatkaranee”—the anupallavi 
of  Tyagaraja’s Mokshamu galada. However Ravikiran says 
that beyond the sentimentality of the whole episode, the 
intellectual part of it is that his father started early musical 
experiments with him from the time he was a toddler. 
One day while playing a raga on his gottuvadyam (the 
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Tell us about your musical journey and 
the teaching sessions with your father.

My father transmitted knowledge with 
a methodology that  truly works. The 
methods applied for different ragas were 
different. For scale ragas it would be an 
arohana avarohana  appreciation.  For 
rakti ragas and rare ragas, it would be 
a phrase or a ‘moorchana’ that would 
be taught to identify the raga. The 
approach was so effective that all of us 
could identify and sing close and allied 

Chitravina Ravikiran  
in conversation with  
Sivapriya Krishnan

instrument Ravikiran later renamed as 
the chitraveena), he told Ravikiran that 
it was Saranga. A few days later when 
the child heard his father play Saranga, 
he rushed to his mother and told her 
the name of the raga; this inspired his 
father to try more such raga sessions. 
By the time Ravikiran was two years 
old,  he could identify more than 300 
ragas and the credit for this, he says, 
goes singularly to his father’s teaching 
methodology. Later on, when his father  
taught and experimented with the other 
children—Shashikiran, Kiranavali 
and nephew Ganesh, Ravikiran would 
keenly observe and imbibe a lot more 
through a process of osmosis.

Ravikiran was the youngest musician to 
receive the Kalaimamani and Sangeet 
Natak Akademi awards. He was the 
first to be awarded the All India Radio’s 
A-top grade while in his early twenties. 
He pioneered tele-teaching in 1996, 
launched rural music education in 2006 
by conducting statewide camps for over 
31,000 rural school children in  Tamil 
Nadu with special DVDs, satellite and 
live education.

He has invented Taal Acharya—the 
visual rhythm metronome instructional 
software, and designed the 20-string 
nava-chitraveena.

With his father at Shanmukhananda Sabha, Bombay

ragas like Sree, Manirangu, Madhyamavati and Pushpalatika at a very young 
age. Different types of tala practice with speed variations were given to us 
combining change of ragas and the 72 melakarta ragas.

From 1972 to 1977 I was a vocalist. When I was eleven, I actively started 
performing the chitraveena in concerts. Not  many played the instrument 
in active concert circles and fortunately for me my career in this took off 
successfully. 

By the age of five, I could perform (and sing) 300-400 compositions in multiple 
ragas and talas. Navagraha kritis, Syama Sastry’s ratnatraya, Kshetrayya 
padams, Tyagaraja kritis, 55 varnams were all part of my repertoire. My 
music lessons would last from 4 am till 11 pm.

While teaching a kriti, my father taught us its meaning, the philosophy 
behind the lyrics, the anecdotes and stories associated with it. The journey 
of learning was a very interesting one, without frying the brain of the child.

It was not a bag of monkey tricks, but actually a foolproof pedagogy that 
could be used as a template for teaching any student of music. My father 
would challenge that he could make a prodigy out of any child. I am what I 
am because of the ‘nature + nurture’ approach of my genius father’s teaching.

In concert at Tiruchi Fine Arts (1970)


